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EGYFIL is an alleviating lotion for muscle and joint discomfort and 
stiffness. It contains two SIGMOLECS® Peptides and Hyaluronic Acid 
among other state-of-the-art active substances.

Ingredienti:
aqua, glycerin, caprylic/capric 
triglyceride, simmondsia 
chinensis seed oil, aloe 
barbadensis leaf juice powder, 
butyrospermum parkii butter, 
sodium hyaluronate, 
tocopherol, tocopheryl 
acetate, sorbitol, sigmolecs® 
sh-polypeptide-6, sigmolecs® 
sh-oligopeptide-1, ammonium 
acryloyldimethyltaurate/vp 
copolymer, carbomer, sodium 
hydroxide, ethylhexylglycerin, 
phenoxyethanol, benzoic acid, 
dehydroacetic acid.

Alleviating Lotion



EGYFIL – SIGMOLECS® SH-Polypeptide 6
EGYFIL contains SIGMOLECS® SH-Polypeptide 6, a single chain synthetic human 
peptide, produced by fermentation in E.coli. The starting gene is a synthesized 
copy of the human gene which codes for Interleukin 10 (IL-10)
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IL-10 was shown to have antinociceptive action in various models of pain 
through “microglial β-endorphin expression”1

 
IL-10 has a well-known inhibitory effect on inflammation 2,3

 
Targeting injury-induced inflammation IL-10 can effectively limit injury 
induced pain behaviours 4

EGYFIL – SIGMOLECS® SH-Oligopeptide 1  
It also contains SIGMOLECS® SH-Oligopeptide 1, a single chain synthetic human 
peptide, produced by fermentation in  E.coli The starting gene is a synthesized copy 
of the human gene which codes for Epidermal Growth Factor (EGF)
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EGF applied topically acts on vascular pathways to reduce swelling and 
to induce fibroblasts and keratinocytes to repair without fibrosis. 
 
In EGYFIL, SH-Oligopeptide-1 works to enhance vascularization of tissue, 
thereby reducing edema. Applied topically, it will sustain or guard 
against the formation of edema, thereby helping to prevent secondary 
pathways that can cause claudication and pain.
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